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  World peace is what we want to achieve in this world. Conflict or War is the recent 
problems we are facing now a days in which takes time to resolve it. Example of this is the 
conflict in Mindanao, many presidents governing but until now peace has not yet attain.the peace 
council are still continuing negotiating to the people involved in those conflict. The Abu Sayyaf, 
NPAs,MILF also the terrorist 

Have nothing to do well in our government. Instead there just giving burden to our 
government and resulting to a negative effect to our economy and country. Which brought us to 
became a poor developed country. And still they continue to make violence against 
government and innocent individual. Many become affected especially in terms of livings. many 
of our soldiers risk their lives in fighting’s against this rebels. 

How can we achieve peace in this world? First and utmost, we must find it within 
ourselves, we should always have a peace of mind and to be started at home before we can 
spread it to other neighbour and country through this there can be a possibilities. As future 
parents we must be a role model to our future children. By raising them properly and teaching 
them the good attitudes and respect. and to be responsible with their action.  Good relationship 
must be shown to them to prevent any conflicts .as they say Gram of prevention is a kilogram of 
cure. small problems must be solved immediately before it will extend to a bigger one. 

       We are all human being created by God and not to discriminate other people, other religion, 
other nationalities and so on. Treatment should be fair to avoid misunderstanding .World peace 
could be possible if we never fight and live as a family.money,power and envy will destroy our 
personal life if we don’t know how to utilize it. 


